
Compass Questionaire

T (R) A little wrongdoing never hurt anyone.

T (C) Anything worth doing, should be done well.

T (L) At home, I have one favorite room where I spend my time.

T (S) At work I prefer interacting with others to taking care of details.

T (P) Authority figures should be obeyed because they know best.

T (P) Being agreeable helps me avoid conflict.

T (A) Compromise is a sign of weakness.

T (C) Criticizing others helps them avoid future mistakes.

T (C) Emotional displays are uncalled for.

T (S) Flirting makes life fun and interesting.

T (R) Guilt is a feeling I never have.

T (A) I always get the last word in an argument.

T (A) I always look for people's hidden motives.

T (C) I always strive for excellence.

T (B) I am a natural leader whom others admire.

T (A) I am a tough-minded realist who knows how to take care of myself.

T (W) I am afraid people witt ridicule me or reject me.

T (S) I am always looking to make new friends and meet new people.

T (B) I am blessed with many strengths and few weakness

T (A) I am stubborn and proud of it.

T (S) I am usually the life of the party.

T (P) I believe in being kind and helpful.
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T (A) I can be pretty outspoken in my relations with my family.

T (A) I can hold grudges for years if need be.

T (R) I come up with good excuses when I get into trouble.

T (R) I do what I want, no matter what society says I should do.

T (L) I don't care if other people think I'm withdrawn.

T (L) I don't care if others find me odd or eccentric.

T (R) I don't hesitate to use charm or anger if it gives me the advantage.

T (B) I don't mind admitting that I am an exceptional person.

T (R) I don't mind bending the rules now and then.

T (R) I don't mind using deception to get what I want.

T (S) I enjoy being the center of attention.

T (L) I enjoy exploring the offbeat and unusual.

T (W) I fantasize a lot about what I wish would happen.

T (A) I feel annoyed when people don't do what I tell them.

T (B) I feel astonished if someone criticizes me.

T (S) I feel empty when no one is around.

T (P) I feel guilty if I disappoint people's expectations..

T (S) I feel hurt if people don't seem excited to see me.

T (W) I feel more comfortable with pet-s than with people.

T (P) I feel responsible for keeping the peace.

T (W) I feel sad when I realize how isolated I am.

T (L) I find it very draining when I'm required to be around people.
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T (A) I frequently test people to make sure they are loyal to me.

T (R) I get a thrill from breaking rules and thumbing my nose at authority.

T (A) I get mad when someone doesn't show me respect.

T (W) I guard against disappointment by not taking chances

T (W) I guess I'm a fearful and inhibited person.

T (S) I have a natural ability to make people laugh and have fun.

T (S) I have a special laugh that is attractive to others.

T (A) I have no problem confronting unfairness.

T (P) I have trouble saying "No" to someone's request.

T (B) I know that people say positive things about me.

T (B) I know that success and wealth are due me.

T (S) I laugh and cry easily.

T (B) I like important assignments, not run-of-the-mill tasks.

T (B) I like to do things first class.

T (C) I like to do things in a logical and systematic way.

T (C) I like to do things myself so they are done right.

T (B) I like to make a powerful first impression on people.

T (L) I like to pursue my hobbies without any interruptions.

T (B) I like to start projects, but prefer that someone else develop them.

T (W) I long to feel accepted, but I know I'll never fit in.

T (S) I love talking about everything that happens to me.

T (P) I need a lot of reassurance from others to help calm my anxieties.
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T (P) I often allow others to make important decisions for me.

T (W) I often feel listless and depressed.

T (C) I place achievement before pleasure.

T (L) I prefer my company to that of others.

T (L) I prefer time on my own to relating to people.

T (L) I prefer to hold back from family life and do my own thing.

T (C) I prefer to keep my closets and drawers well ordered.

T (C) I pride myself on self-discipline and organizational skills.

T (R) I quickly size up situations to see how I can benefit.

T (P) I should never offend another person.

T (B) I tend to be cool, calm, and collected.

T (R) I think drugs should be legalized because they make you feel good

 without harming anyone.

T (S) I think I am a very sociable and outgoing person.

T (A) I think you should be honest and direct, not wishy-washy.

T (P) I try my best to make people happy.

T (R) I use my intelligence to get what I want.

T (P) I want everyone to think well of me.

T (A) I will intimidate others to get what I need.

T (W) I wish I could be around people without feeling so nervous.

T (W) I'd like to feel accepted, but no one understands a person like me.

T (R) If I don't take advantage of the situation, someone else will.
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T (W) If others really knew me, they wouldn't like me.

T (A) If someone criticizes me, I look for a way to pay them back.

T (A) If someone loves me they will do what I say.

T (P) If someone pays me a compliment, I quickly forget it.

T (R) I'm far more creative than the average person.

T (S) I'm good at entertaining others.

T (W) I'm too unsure of myself to risk something new.

T (S) I'm very expressive when I talk to people.

T (B) In a group setting, I make the influential decisions.

T (C) In hard times, I keep my chin up as an example for others.

T (C) It bothers me when things get out of order.

T (C) Most life situations can be turned into moral lessons.

T (W) No matter how hard I try, life doesn't get any better.

T (W) No one is as scared or embarrassed as I am.

T (P) Other people’s ideas often seem better than mine.

T (P) Other people's needs must come first.

T (C) Others should do what I think is right.

T (B) People often comment on my good ideas and talent.

T (R) People only act friendly if they want something.

T (W) People think I'm boring because I don't have much to say.

T (P) People's disapproval makes me anxious.

T (C) Seriousness and good manners make a good impression on others.
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T (B) Superior people should be given special recognition.

T (R) Taking shortcuts gets you ahead.

T (C) The responsible person never shrinks from duty.

T (B) There's something about me that attracts people’s attention.

T (L) When life seems bland and empty, I don't make a fuss about it.

T (S) When things get boring, I like to stir up some excitement.
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